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The question of my talk -- What optimizes moral development and
behavior? -- alls.to mind a dialogue in'Alice's Adventures in Wonder-
land between Al'ce and the Cheshire Cat. %N,

"Would u tell me, please," says Alice to the cat,
"which wa I ought to go from here?"

"That depen s a great deal on where you-want to
get to, s s the cat.

"I don't much care where, " ays Alice.

"Then it doesn t matter which way you go," says
the cat.

What* the Cheshire/Cat

tionship between means and
go in optimizing moral devel
where you want to end up..

new, oil course, is that there is a rela-

ds. You really can't say which way to
pment and behavior until you decide

Deciding where you want tb end up in moral development comes
velopment? What does it mean todown to asking, What is moral

develop morally? / /What is moral behavior?
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I. What optimizes the cognitive aspects of-moral growth?

Among current theories of moral deve4pment, there is solid
agreement on at least one point: to develop morally is first to,
develop cognitively. Kohlberg (e.g., 1969, 1971) has argued,for
some time that Piaget's logical stages are prerequisites for,
corresponding moral stages. A child,for example, cannot socially

e go' back and forth between two people's points of view and base hy
moral judgment on- the principle of reciprocity until he can
mentally go.back and forth betwqpn the starting and end points of
a physical change, as for example, when someone squashes a clax:_
ball and asks him if it still has the sape amount. Moral eduEation
from a cogpitive=developmental standpoint, should develop the
individual's cognitive capacity or solving problems in the social-
morO sphere, for weighing rightnd obligations and resolving
otflicts between values and people.

Martin Hoffman's (1976) theory of the development of altruism
is from all appearances a cognitivestage theory, one which

4 emOhasizes the close relagonship between cognition and affect.
Person permanence, roleLtakini, and a sense of personal identity
form the essential-cognitive foundation for altruistic motives.
It is the ividual's changing cognitive capacity that changes
the natu of the sympathetic distress he feels for a victim.

From ere the MiS hels (1976) stand, maturing Horally
means 1 ning to regulate your own behavior to achire 9oals you
hive chosen, even when the goals are abstract or distawfand even
when the immediate external situation,distfacts or gets in the way.
That kind of self-regulation involves not only setting your own
goals but also considering alternative routes to them and the ,

. consequences'of each, fOrmulating°rules to guide your choiees,
mentally transforming distracting situations into innocuous
o s, and making plans for sequencing complex behavior patterns.
T at's a tall cognitive order.

The/ ft it question is,*what stimulates the development of

/

these/cogn tive bases of moral development tft.everyone
are o fm ortant? 'Cognitive-social learni g eory, as t e
Mis ell 1076) elaborate it, speaks of co nitive compet cies
whi h the person "constructs" or "generate
fth
/de
,

i o

i Y

" himself, bu
next breath suggests that competencies hich change

elopm nt -- e.g., stage's of moral reaso ing -- do so
chart ng models or expectancies in thetsocial enviro
u can t have it both ways. If the cognitive social-1

ositio is saying that cdgnitions are tonstruoted b
ather than "trained" in then the role of social agen

'stimulate the (self-development of strt/ctures -- and t
Atetwe zer\social-learning theory, and Pia
inter ctionism become difficult to discern. Bit if
for xample, believe that competencies come fr ndo/
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then stages can be trained in a variety of sequences, and a
pal difference between the theories in conception.of moral
development is clear. Just how/a cognitive social learning
approach would use external social influence to develop moral
independence needs some spel/ing out. <-

Hoffman (1976) is morp,directly prescriptive, recommending
role-taking opportunities lor,the.child and chances to give help
to others, along with corrective feedback when the child cannot
figure out-the available/distress cues. When the child has

1 injured someone, Hoffman suggests, parents should help him underip
stand the thoughteiandleelings of the victim. They can, also
make it clear that the/desired behavior in any situation caq be
deduced from broad principles concerning human kindness, and

' consideration. "--
Partlybecause/Kohlberg's theory of moral development has

,, been around longer;/more studies ate available on what stimulates
4e- moral development As'he defines it. The best knOWn cognitive-

developmental'recipe for stage change is a combination of internal
conflict about, how to'resolve a oral dilemma and exposure to +1 0

reasoning, one stage above the bject's own dominant stage.
'Moshe Blatt. (1969) pioneered'i thisdilemma discussion approach
with small groups of junior hi h school students over a 12-week
period, and got stage gains f most of the experimental sobjects--
that'were still observable o year later. Jim Rest (1974), in a'.

Npreful analysis of several ohlbergian moral education programs,
uggests that a'Blitt-type gimen of one verbal dilemma after an-
Other,is a pretty dull :aca mic diet, and speculates that Blatt's

.sudbeWmay have been due o his clinical training in facilitating
groupsIliteraction. Rest lso questions whether it makes senseto
urge teasers to give +1; responses to student's statements' in di§.-

task that ld challenge a trained scorer. Fur her

e effec pness of the dilemma discussion apVfoach

F.

pdie te.g., Shae

\
fer,11974) thattused Blatt's

t iget any stag change:
.

=*:.4 iN
J

ixed. Ann Colby's dissertation (1974), as.
gotstage change throw h peer discussion
e development of stag 5 reasoning, Without
5' thinking. i
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Evidence that" the filmstrips work. comes- from a recent study

(1974) by Bob Selman and Marcus Lieberman/. Second-graders from

both blue-collar and middle-class districts in Cambridge'saw the
filmstrips in thgir classrooms(iKce a week for half a year. In.

small groups they discussed waits of resolving a dilemma, reasons
for their choices, and whether some reasons are better than others

-- with an adult teacher helping the whole process along. About

5 months after training, children in the experimental classes
showed an average gain of about half a stage on one moral dimension
that the study tested on -- namely, the child's ability to reflect
on his own and others' intentions. And you don't need to be an

expert to do this kind of mot /education, Selman and Lieberman
found. Lay teachers with no training in cognitive-developmental
theory stimulated just as much growth as experienced teachers
with training in the cognitive-developmental approach. The

biggest gains occurred in the class of a lay teacher who showed
the greatest enthusiasm about the, project.

An excellent little book by Ed Sullivan called Moral Learning
(1975),just published by Paulist Press, describes a series of
creative variations on the moral discussion method. One particu-
larly active approach uses a tr."1 meeting format to decide what to
do in the face of a hypothetic-1 moral event -- e.g., the principal
whips 7 students'in direct violation of school rules about punish-
ment. Working with Canadian elementary'and secondary schools
through the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, Sullivan,
Clive Beck, and their colleagues have come up with these interesting

findings:

1. Gains from an edu ational program may take at least one year
after the completion of the experiment to show up.- Sullivan
found this repeatedly, with both elementary and secondary
students. He concludes that a moral education program may
act as a catalyst, combining with,subsequent social-moral
experiences to bring about change.'

2. The oral climate of a clasiroom and school appear to affeCt
the outcome of a moral ucation curriculum. In one fairly

op high school, with teacher who was 1-elatively unobtrusive
du ing discussions, a course in ethics and moral development
d to significant stage change. In a largely similar course

i a less democratic school, with an authoritarian teacher who

requently interrupted stOdents, there was no significant change.

Respect for the student s a person, Sullivan concludes, may
a critical und rlyingJatto determining the effectiveness of

Or efforts to timulate gro th in moral thinking.

development 1 moral educatio to

n anq con entrate on ch n g the s cia
with 'ref ection on the meaning of

This is a ;mbination of'practicum a

One new di
phasin'all

01 of the per
w social exp
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seminar, which one study (Mosher and Sprinthall, 1970 showed
worked better lhan either practicum or seminar alone. Ralph
Mosher, Lois Erickson, and Norm Sprinthall have used this more
"applied" approach to moral education in a number of ingenious
Ways with kigh school stedents. In one course on the " Psychology

of Counseling4.(Sprinthall & Erickson, 1974),for example, students
learned counseling techniques and listening skills and used these
with each other to discuss personally meaningful issues in their
lives. In another course on the"Psychology of Growth for Women,"
female students learned interviewing skills and conducted field
interviews of girls and women across the,life_span, and then
discussed what their data showed about how Women chage through
development in what they value and in how they View their roles.
On both the Loevinger ego development scale (Loevinger &

Wetsler,451711) dild Kohlberg's moral development scale, students
in this course showed significant movement from a conventional
stage3 orientation toward a more complex, system-oriented Stage
4, and e en greater change on a follow-up test one year later.

In similar vein, Patricia Grimes
11-year-old children move from Kohlberg
through moral discussions that included
practOcum in this case turned out to be
mothers reported, they spent a lot more
tal out moral/ issues raised by
newspapers.

recently_0974) helped
stage-2 to stage 3

their mothers. Th
the home, where, the
time at the dinner table
even s on TV and in the. -'

I
The ink is 1st dry on a dissertation pddy by Paul Sullivan

(1975) who stimul ted a half-stage chango i moral thinking in
high school studehts amd an advance ofon full stage on Loevinger-'s._
ego development scale. The catalyst her- as a year-lo course

with four segments: i(1) moral djscussion (using films);
training in counseling; (3) comparative moral philosophy a d ps hology;

and (4) a twoypart practicum experience w icbad studen lea

moral discuss'Lons among 6th-graders and s't up a high schom o

of Appeals to handle discIpline problems.! It was the students'
nee social roles and their sense of havi g an im ct on their

social-moral environment, Sullivan,feels that co uted most

to theit substantial developmental chang .

The new emphasis on moral educatio through real responsibili-

ties in real soc'a1.contexts can be see as the practice catching

up with the then y. The cognitive-deve opmental, position (e.g.,

Kohlberg, 1969) as long been that tole taking opportunities,
especially thro gh active parti in social relationships

And social ins tutions, are cri cal' or the development of mature

,moral'reasonin . t ,
, t

/ .ioi

fl II . 'The'RO 6 e Affect ih Moral Development

d like to turn now from reasoning and ,c
Competence to what T an loosely callihg "affect."
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itt contribution to illoraPdevelopment?

A. Need Satisfaction as a Prerequisite for Mml.Development

One idea Which brings several theories together is the notion
that psychological security or need satisfattion precedes moral
maturity. Elizabeth Simpson (1976) has proposed the intriguing
idea that Maslow's hierarchy of needs parallels Kohlberg's hierarchy

of moral stages. She suggests that progress to a higher level of
need, say, to need for self-esteem or self-actualization, is a
prerequisite for progress to a higher moral stage, say, to a stage
of principles and personal integrity.

Selman's clinical work (1976) with problem children leads him
conclude that affective egocentrism and low self-esteem are both

ca se and effect of retarded social-moral growth. Jim Gilligan
speaking from a psychoanalytic viewpoint, argues that fear
or loss of face commonly blocks modal development, and to

the point, cites cross-cultural accounts of tribes which
y fear of ridicule and vie with each other in commit-

Hoffman (1976) reviews research showing a positive

(197
of sham
illustrat
are obsesse
ting atrocitie

-relation between altruistic behavior and emotional security, and
concludes that need deprivation leads people to be preoccupied with
themselves, whereas well-being leaves them open to the needs of

others. Thus the old humanist idea has fresh support: you need to

feel good about yourself to do right by others.

B. The role of optimal conflict or arousal in moral development

A sec d point where the theories converge in consideri

role, of of ct in moral development is the idea that some f

optimal c flict, arousal, or disequilibrium facilitates gr

This is
the theo

(e.g.,
motivat
o s.

dis
of so
eop e c
. ,

Cognitive-deyelo pmental theories like Piaget
liold that disequilibrium is necessary to stimulat
f thinking into higher stage forms. Elliot Turi

issue of Child Development (1974),/has a thoughtf
his ftntlings on2the nature of the transitional d

- people' experience in moving from Stage 4 to Sta
that this particular period of uncertainty abou
from/,,greater autonomy twadolescence and increa
diversity of individual and cultural values

flaarbarino and Urie Bronfenbrenner (l97) h

g the
rm of
wth.

e idea that being moderately upset is good for y u, although

ies differ in how they see its Value. Social rning theory

rton, 1976) talks about moderate levels of an ty as optimally
for learning new moral behaviors or erformthg old c,

76) asserts that the child needs "t e normal run of
es" to develop sympathy and requir a certain amount

conflict to allow him to learn that differ nces among
n be worked out.

e

and Kohlberg's
reorganization
1, in a recent
1 essay Presenting
sequilibruim that

e 5. e suggests
wha is moral arises //
-mg exposure to a
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of moralizati which says that sociocultural pluralism is a stimulus

for growth at 11 d velopmental levels, as.long as the conflict and

diversity area ctively manageable. An environment whfCh confronts

the child with differing pulls of several social agents that compete

i for his affection and allegiance keeps him open to new social ex-

perience and eventually leads him to construct his own autonomous

morality. Greater independence of moral judgment, Garbarino and

Bronfenbrenner point out, is in fact correlated with'pluralistic as

opposed to monolithic social environments.

One person's optimal disequilibrium, of course, may be another

person's excessive stress or confusion. In m' own research on develop-

ing intentionality (Lickona, 1973), I exposed 1st and 2nd graders to

two taped adults who contradicted each other and themSelves as they

debated which of two Piaget story characters was naughtier. About

40% of the children who heard this subsequently based their own

judgments of responsibility on intentions, but A majority of the

children became ev more centered on objective consequences-than

they had been on the pretest.

*

I've saved the hardest answer for last.

III. 4.1hat supports the development of consistency betv en moral

thought and moral behavior?

The theories disagree about how much inconsistency:exists between

.
what people believe to be right and_what they actually do, but all

theories acknowledge that.people don't always act according to their

4
12.,h hest moral principles. The important question is, How do you maxi-

ize the correspondence? How do you help people behave at their

highest level of moral awareness?

I'd like to i entify three Optimizing conditions that I think

the different the ies could agree on:

V
(1) Good model'. Models in themselves do not lead directly to moral

developme t, since developfng morn ly is not the same thing as

._,,developi g sociallYN,fmitating ehavi&s. But it seems to me

that mo els can go at1east two ,t things to support moral developient:

/ , / / .

, (a They n teach the person he be aviors he needs to enter into

a so al e peniente tha I a's' rce o role-taking and moral develop -

,,'' men Se an (Selman b , 1974 for example, recommends

5 actuall shovith dren to debate.a filmstrip

lir /oun eling an inte ieW skit s that opened up new realms of
inthaq nd itk (1974) used modeling processes to

ction and le rning t ir st dents., A second grade-teacher .



in our program at Cortland (Manning, 1974) found she had trouble

getting children to work together on cooperative learning projesIS

until she demonstrated how they could -make suggestions to each

other ihstead of, criticizing or giving orders.

(b) Secondly, the model you provide also tells the child what you

really believe, or, as the old Indian said, what you do speaks

so loudly I cannot hear what you say. Sometimes kids will

force you to be a good model, like it or not. When my 7-year-

old was 4, he began issuing commands to his mother and me:

"Mommy, get my dinner," "Daddy, read me a story," and so on.
After not very much of that, we told him we didn't like getting

orders, we likd nice requests, etc:- Well, the next day, during

the morning hassle of getting him off to nursery school, I said,

"Mark, get in the .bathroom and brush your teeth and wash your

face." He stopped, turned around and very seriously_said,
"Daddy, I don't like getting orders either."

I was properly humb ed, and so we struck a bargain: no more

orders on eitner side, nd he's held me to it ever since (you,

can still do what Haim Ginott calls stating the situational re-

quirements in a way that leaves the child's sense of autonomy

intact by saying, e.g., "It's 8:001Mark,and your teeth need

brushing.")

....._

The pant here is that if you practice what youpreach,
you're more lik ly to get children to do the same, not just because

they have a cons ent'model to emulate, but because the moral

value -- riciprocit fairness, respect for others -- comes through

loud and clear.

(2) I think there's general agreement that consistency between

moral thought and action is enhanced by helping people relate

their behavior to their highest capacity. for moral reflection.

People don't seem to do this naturally. And I think it's easier,

ass Kohlberg and Turiel (1971) suggest., to encourage this kind of

reflection when the individual has done something posittve rather

than something negative: Cognitive developmentalists, as well as

behaviorists, need to catch the child being good. In a broad

sense, this is what Sprinthall and Erickson did in having students

reflect on /the meaning of their new and satisfying social,involve-

ments as peer counselorsor field students of female development.
.

k

(3) Finally, it's clear that a narrow focus on child-rearing or per-.

sOnal relationships is inadequate for conceptualizing what

optimizes moral development, It's evident that the mature in-

tegration of thought and,behavior in moral functioning needs

the support of the situational or sociocultural context. This

is the major.conclusion of the New England prison intervention

projects conducted by Kohlberg, Joe Hickey, Peter Scharf (1974)

. ''and others. Dilemma discussions didn't do the job. It was

necessary to involve the prisoners in fashioning their own
comniunity,in making and enforcing rules, in group problem-
solving -- all of this aimed at creating kmoral atmospkre of

0000,9
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respect, fairness, and mutual support. This "just community"

approach is also being tried by Kohlberg and his colleagues

with some success.in a number of. Boston high schools.

Another illustration of the impact of the individual's

social environment comes from Bob Selman's account (1976) of an

extremely aggressive, egocentric 8-year-old who'was at Stage a

.in his moral' judgment. This boy was unresponsive to individual

therapy, which was working against a bad home situation, but, put

in a summer camp where people consistently, pointed.out the reasons,

.behind rules and actions, he advanced to a higher stage of under-

standing intentions and also won the friendship of his peers.

Along the same lines, Garbarino nd Bronfenbrenner (1976)

1/4
draw on a variety of historical examp s to support their case

that individual moral functioning is p foUndly affected by the

larger sociocultural context, and their theory that cultural

pluralism, to be a positive influence on development, must exist

within an integrated social structure where people have some

stake in the-common good. Huston and .Korte 0976) describe laws-

that reward Good Samaritan behavior in emergency situations,

and tell of communities that have worked together to forettall

violent crime and aid victims in distress. This.is still

another example of how social conditions-can be, arranged to

'maximize the likelihood that people will translate compassion

into conduct that helps another human being.

I thinri it's safe to say that in a home, or a school, or a

society that consistently provides strong situational supports

for the development of moral, reasoning and moral behavior, maPY

more people would develop the kind of principled, integrated moral

system that no longer needs external support.- I think all the

`theories -would agree with the anonymous sage who said we need'

t
to create a world.in ich it is easier to be good. The problem

thus fir with broad-s
:i

ale efforts to optimize moral development,

to paraphrase Shaw, i not that they have been hied and found

wanting, but that they have'never been truly tried.
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